
“Introduction to Instruction”.

In Section 1 of this course you will cover these topics:
Introduction To Learning And Instruction

Learning To Read Fluently

Learning To Read For Comprehension

Topic : Introduction To Learning And Instruction

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the Learning

 Understand the Thinking

 Learn about the Habituation

Definition/Overview:

Learning: Learning is acquiring new knowledge, behaviors, skills, values, preferences or

understanding, and may involve synthesizing different types of information. The ability to

learn is possessed by humans, animals and some machines. Progress over time tends to

follow learning curves.

Habituation: In psychology, habituation is an example of non-associative learning in which

there is a progressive diminution of behavioral response probability with repetition of a

stimulus. It is another form of integration.

Key Points:

1. Learning

Learning is one of most important mental function of humans, animals and artificial cognitive

systems. It relies on the acquisition of different types of knowledge supported by perceived

information. It leads to the development of new capacities, skills, values, understanding, and

preferences. Its goal is the increasing of individual and group experience. Learning function

can be performed by different brain learning processes, which depend on the mental

capacities of learning subject, the type of knowledge which has to be acquitted, as well as on
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socio-cognitive and environmental circumstances. Learning ranges from simple forms of

learning such as habituation and classical conditioning seen in many animal species, to more

complex activities such as play, seen only in relatively intelligent animals and humans.

Therefore, in general, a learning can be conscious and not conscious. For example, for small

children, not conscious learning processes are as natural as breathing. In fact, there is

evidence for behavioral learning prenatally, in which habituation has been observed as early

as 32 weeks into gestation, indicating that the central nervous system is sufficiently

developed and primed for learning and memory to occur very early on in development. From

the social perspective, learning is the goal of teaching and education. Conscious learning is a

capacity requested by students, therefore is usually goal-oriented and requires a motivation.

Learning has also been mathematically modeled using a differential equation related to an

arbitrarily defined knowledge indicator with respect to time, and dependent on a number of

interacting factors (constants and variables) such as initial knowledge, motivation,

intelligence, knowledge anchorage or resistance, etc. Thus, learning does not occur if there is

no change in the amount of knowledge even for a long time, and learning is negative if the

amount of knowledge is decreasing in time. Inspection of the solution to the differential

equation also shows the sigmoid and logarithmic decay learning curves, as well as the

knowledge carrying capacity for a given learner.

2. Thinking

"Thought," in a general sense, is commonly conceived as something arising from the

stimulation of neurons in the brain. Current understanding of neurons and the central nervous

system implies that the process of learning corresponds to changes in the relationship

between certain neurons in the brain. Research is ongoing in this area. It is generally

recognized that memory is more easily retained when multiple parts of the brain are

stimulated, such as through combinations of hearing, seeing, smelling, motor skills, touch

sense, and logical thinking. Repeating thoughts and actions is an essential part of learning.

Thinking about a specific memory will make it easy to recall. This is the reason why reviews

are such an integral part of education. On first performing a task, it is difficult as according to

current theory synaptic modification is necessary for the task to be acquired. After several

repetitions it is believed that structural changes occur in relevant synapses, thus rendering the

task easier. When the task becomes so easy that you can perform it at any time, these

structural changes have likely ceased. Sensitization is an example of non-associative learning
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in which the progressive amplification of a response follows repeated administrations of a

stimulus. An everyday example of this mechanism is the repeated tonic stimulation of

peripheral nerves that will occur if a person rubs his arm continuously. After a while, this

stimulation will create a warm sensation that will eventually turn painful. The pain is the

result of the progressively amplified synaptic response of the peripheral nerves warning the

person that the stimulation is harmful. Sensitization is thought to underlie both adaptive as

well as maladaptive learning processes in the organism. Operant conditioning is the use of

consequences to modify the occurrence and form of behavior. Operant conditioning is

distinguished from Pavlovian conditioning in that operant conditioning deals with the

modification of voluntary behavior. Discrimination learning is a major form of operant

conditioning. One form of it is called Errorless learning. The typical paradigm for classical

conditioning involves repeatedly pairing an unconditioned stimulus (which unfailingly

evokes a particular response) with another previously neutral stimulus (which does not

normally evoke the response). Following conditioning, the response occurs both to the

unconditioned stimulus and to the other, unrelated stimulus (now referred to as the

"conditioned stimulus"). The response to the conditioned stimulus is termed a conditioned

response.

3. Habituation

In psychology, habituation is an example of non-associative learning in which there is a

progressive diminution of behavioral response probability with repetition of a stimulus. It is

another form of integration. An animal first responds to a stimulus, but if it is neither

rewarding nor harmful the animal reduces subsequent responses. One example of this can be

seen in small song birds - if a stuffed owl (or similar predator) is put into the cage, the birds

initially react to it as though it were a real predator. Soon the birds react less, showing

habituation. If another stuffed owl is introduced (or the same one removed and re-

introduced), the birds react to it again as though it were a predator, demonstrating that it is

only a very specific stimulus that is habituated to (namely, one particular unmoving owl in

one place). Habituation has been shown in essentially every species of animal, including the

large protozoan Stentor Coeruleus.
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Topic : Learning To Read Fluently

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the Reading fluency

 Understand the Intelligence

 Learn about the Lighting

Definition/Overview:

Reading:Reading is a complex cognitive process of decoding symbols for the purpose of

deriving meaning (reading comprehension) and/or constructing meaning. Written information

is received by the retina, processed by the primary visual cortex, and interpreted in

Wernicke's area. Readingis a means of language acquisition, of communication, and of

sharing information and ideas.

Fluency: Fluency is the property of a person or of a system that delivers information quickly

and with expertise.

Language fluency: Language fluency is proficiency in a language, most typically foreign

language or another learned language.

Key Points:

1. Reading Fluency

Reading fluency is often confused with fluency with a language. Reading fluency is the

ability to read text accurately and quickly. Fluency bridges word decoding and

comprehension. Comprehension is understanding what has been read. Fluency is a set of

skills that allows readers to rapidly decode text while maintaining high comprehension. A

first benchmark for fluency is being able to "sight read" some words. The idea is that children

will recognize at sight the most common words in the written form of their native language

and that instant reading of these words will allow them to read and understand text more

quickly. As children learn to read, the speed at which they read becomes an important

measure. Readingskills acquisition is the process of acquiring the basic skills necessary for
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learning to read; that is, the ability to acquire meaning from print. According to the report by

the US National Reading Panel (NRP) in 2000, the skills required for proficient reading are

phonological awareness, phonics (sound-symbol correspondence), fluency, vocabulary, and

text comprehension. The ability to read requires proficiency in a number of language

domains: phonemic awareness, phonics (sound-symbol correspondence), fluency,

vocabulary, and text comprehension.

2. Intelligence

Studies have shown that American children who learn to read by the third grade are less

likely to end up in prison, drop out of school, or take drugs. Adults who read literature on a

regular basis are nearly three times as likely to attend a performing arts event, almost four

times as likely to visit an art museum, more as two-and-a-half times as likely to do volunteer

or charity work, and over one-and-a-half times as likely to participate in sporting activities.

Literacy rates in the United Statesare also more highly correlated to weekly earnings than IQ.

A graph showing this relationship is shown here. Readingbooks is generally regarded as

being a relaxing pastime, while at the same time requiring the brain to process text so it can

be stimulated. Because of this it is sometimes considered to cause at least a temporary

increase in one's mental faculties.

3. Lighting

Reading requires more lighting than many other activities. Therefore, the possibility of

comfortable reading in cafs, restaurants, buses, at bus stops or in parks greatly varies

depending on available lighting and time of day. Starting in the 1950s, many offices and

classrooms were over-illuminated. Since about 1990, there has been a movement to create

reading environments with appropriate lighting levels.

Topic : Learning To Read For Comprehension

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the Reading comprehension

 Understand the Vocabulary
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 Learn about the Reading Strategies

Definition/Overview:

Learning: Learning is acquiring new knowledge, behaviors, skills, values, preferences or

understanding, and may involve synthesizing different types of information. The ability to

learn is possessed by humans, animals and some machines. Progress over time tends to

follow learning curves.

Key Points:

1. Reading Comprehension

Reading comprehension is defined as the level of understanding of writing. For normal

reading rates (around 200-220 words per minute) an acceptable level of comprehension is

above 75%. Proficient reading depends on the ability to recognize words quickly and

effortlessly. If word recognition is difficult, students use too much of their processing

capacity to read individual words, which interferes with their ability to comprehend what is

read. Many educators in the USA believe that children need to learn to analyze text

(comprehend it) even before they can read it on their own, and comprehension instruction

generally begins in pre-Kindergarten or Kindergarten. But other USeducators consider this

reading approach to be completely backward for very young children, arguing that the

children must learn how to decode the words in a story through phonics before they can

analyze the story itself.

During the last century comprehension lessons usually comprised students answering

teachers' questions, writing responses to questions on their own, or both. The whole group

version of this practice also often included "round robin reading," wherein teachers called on

individual students to read a portion of the text (and sometimes following a set order). In the

last quarter of the 20th century, evidence accumulated that the read-test methods assessed

comprehension more than they taught it. The associated practice of "round robin" reading has

also been questioned and eliminated by many educators. Instead of using the prior read-test

method, research studies have concluded that there are much more effective ways to teach

comprehension. Much work has been done in the area of teaching novice readers a bank of

"reading strategies," or tools to interpret and analyze text. There is not a definitive set of
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strategies, but common ones include summarizing what you have read, monitoring your

reading to make sure it is still making sense, and analyzing the structure of the text (e.g., the

use of headings in science text). Some programs teach students how to self monitor whether

they are understanding and provide students with tools for fixing comprehension problems.

Instruction in comprehension strategy use often involves the gradual release of responsibility,

wherein teachers initially explain and model strategies. Over time, they give students more

and more responsibility for using the strategies until they can use them independently. This

technique is generally associated with the idea of self-regulation and reflects social cognitive

theory, originally conceptualized by Albert Bandura.

2. Vocabulary

Several theories of vocabulary instruction exist, namely, one focused on intensive instruction

of a few high value words, one focused on broad instruction of many useful words, and a

third focused on strategies for learning new words. The idea of focusing intensely on a few

words was popularized by Isabel Beck, Margaret McKeown, and Linda Kucan in their book

for teachers called Bringing Words to Life: Robust Vocabulary Instruction (2002). They

argued that words occur in three "tiers," the lowest (tier 1) being common words such as eat

and fish, the top (tier 3) being very content-specific words such as photosynthesis and

geopolitical. The tier 2 words were what they considered general academic vocabulary, words

with many uses in academic contexts, such as analyze and frequent. Beck et al. suggested that

teachers focus on tier 2 words and that they should teach fewer of these words with greater

intensity. They suggested that teachers offer multiple examples and develop activities to help

students practice these words in increasingly independent ways.

The method of focusing of broad instruction on many words was developed by Andrew

Biemiller. He argued, contra Beck et al., that more words would benefit students more, even

if the instruction was short and teacher-directed. He suggested that teachers teach a large

number of words before reading a book to students, by merely giving short definitions, such

as synonyms, and then pointing out the words and their meaning while reading the book to

students. The method contrasts with the Beck et al. approach by emphasizing quantity versus

quality. There is no evidence to suggest the primacy of either approach. The final vocabulary

technique, strategies for learning new words, can be further subdivided into instruction on

using context and instruction on using morphemes, or meaningful units within words to learn
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their meaning. Morphemic instruction has been shown to produce positive outcomes for

students reading and vocabulary knowledge, but context has proved unreliable as a strategy

and it is no longer considered a useful strategy to teach students. This conclusion does not

disqualify the value in "learning" morphemic analysis" prefixes, suffixes and roots - but

rather suggests that it be imparted incidentally and in context. Accordingly, there are methods

designed to achieve this, such as Incidental Morpheme Analysis.

3. Reading Strategies

Before the 1980s, little comprehension instruction occurred in the United States. Palinscar

and Brown (1984) developed a technique called reciprocal teaching that taught students to

predict, summarize, clarify, and ask questions for sections of a text. The technique had

positive outcomes. Since then, the use of strategies like summarizing after each paragraph

have come to be seen as effective strategies for building students' comprehension. The idea is

that students will develop stronger reading comprehension skills on their own if the teacher

gives them explicit mental tools for unpacking text. There are a wide range of reading

strategies suggested by reading programs and educators. The National Reading Panel

identified positive effects only for a subset, particularly summarizing, asking questions,

answering questions, comprehension monitoring, graphic organizers, and cooperative

learning. The Panel also emphasized that a combination of strategies, as used in Reciprocal

Teaching, can be effective.

Today, most reading comprehension programs teach students explicit reading strategies using

teacher direct instruction with additional student practice. Comprehension through discussion

involves lessons that are "instructional conversations" that create higher-level thinking

opportunities for students. The purpose of the discussions are to promote critical and aesthetic

thinking about text and encourage full classroom involvement. According to Vivian Thayer,

class discussions help students to generate ideas and new questions.

In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:
Learning To Write

Learning Mathematics

Learning Science
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Topic : Learning To Write

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the Writing

 Understand the Writing as a Category

 Learn about the Writing Systems

Definition/Overview:

Learning: Learning is acquiring new knowledge, behaviors, skills, values, preferences or

understanding, and may involve synthesizing different types of information. The ability to

learn is possessed by humans, animals and some machines. Progress over time tends to

follow learning curves.

Key Points:

1. Writing

Writing is the representation of language in a textual medium through the use of a set of signs

or symbols (known as a writing system). It is distinguished from illustration, such as cave

drawing and painting, and the recording of language via a non-textual medium such as

magnetic tape audio. In Eurasiawriting began as a consequence of the burgeoning needs of

accounting. Around the 4th millennium BC, the complexity of trade and administration

outgrew the power of memory, and writing became a more dependable method of recording

and presenting transactions in a permanent form. In Mesoamericawriting may have evolved

through calendrics and a political necessity for recording historical events.

2. Writing as a category

Writing, more particularly, refers to two things: writing as a noun, the thing that is written;

and writing as a verb, which designates the activity of writing. It refers to the inscription of

characters on a medium, thereby forming words, and larger units of language, known as texts.

It also refers to the creation of meaning and the information thereby generated. In that regard,

linguistics (and related sciences) distinguishes between the written language and the spoken
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language. The significance of the medium by which meaning and information is conveyed is

indicated by the distinction made in the arts and sciences. For example, while public speaking

and poetry reading are both types of speech, the former is governed by the rules of rhetoric

and the latter by poetics.

A person who composes a message or story in the form of text is generally known as a writer

or an author. However, more specific designations exist which are dictated by the particular

nature of the text such as that of poet, essayist, novelist, playwright, journalist, and more. A

translator is a specialized multilingual writer who must fully understand a message written by

somebody else in one language; the translator's job is to produce a document of faithfully

equivalent message in a completely different language. A person who transcribes or produces

text to deliver a message authored by another person is known as a scribe, typist or typesetter.

A person who produces text with emphasis on the aesthetics of glyphs is known as a

calligrapher or graphic designer. Writing is also a distinctly human activity. It has been said

that a monkey, randomly typing away on a typewriter (in the days when typewriters replaced

the pen or plume as the preferred instrument of writing) could re-create Shakespeare but only

if it lived long enough (this is known as the infinite monkey theorem). Such writing has been

speculatively designated as coincidental. It is also speculated that extraterrestrial beings exist

who may possess knowledge of writing. At this point in time, the only confirmed writing in

existence is of human origin.

3. Writing systems

The major writing systems methods of inscription broadly fall into four categories:

logographic, syllabic, alphabetic, and featural. Another category, ideographic (symbols for

ideas), has never been developed sufficiently to represent language. A sixth category,

pictographic, is insufficient to represent language on its own, but often forms the core of

logographies.

Topic : Learning Mathematics

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the Mathematics
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 Understand the Inspiration, pure and applied mathematics, and aesthetics

Definition/Overview:

Mathematics: Mathematics is the body of knowledge centered on such concepts as quantity,

structure, space, and change, and also the academic discipline that studies them. Benjamin

Peirce called it "the science that draws necessary conclusions".

Learning: Learning is acquiring new knowledge, behaviors, skills, values, preferences or

understanding, and may involve synthesizing different types of information. The ability to

learn is possessed by humans, animals and some machines. Progress over time tends to

follow learning curves.

Key Points:

1. Mathematics

Mathematics is the body of knowledge centered on such concepts as quantity, structure,

space, and change, and also the academic discipline that studies them. Benjamin Peirce called

it "the science that draws necessary conclusions". Other practitioners of mathematics

maintain that mathematics is the science of pattern, and that mathematicians seek out patterns

whether found in numbers, space, science, computers, imaginary abstractions, or elsewhere.

Mathematicians explore such concepts, aiming to formulate new conjectures and establish

their truth by rigorous deduction from appropriately chosen axioms and definitions. Through

the use of abstraction and logical reasoning, mathematics evolved from counting, calculation,

measurement, and the systematic study of the shapes and motions of physical objects.

Knowledge and use of basic mathematics have always been an inherent and integral part of

individual and group life. Refinements of the basic ideas are visible in mathematical texts

originating in the ancient Egyptian, Mesopotamian, Indian, Chinese, Greek and Islamic

worlds. Rigorous arguments first appeared in Greek mathematics, most notably in Euclid's

Elements. The development continued in fitful bursts until the Renaissance period of the 16th

century, when mathematical innovations interacted with new scientific discoveries, leading to

acceleration in research that continues to the present day.

Today, mathematics is used throughout the world in many fields, including natural science,

engineering, medicine, and the social sciences such as economics. Applied mathematics, the
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application of mathematics to such fields, inspires and makes use of new mathematical

discoveries and sometimes leads to the development of entirely new disciplines.

Mathematicians also engage in pure mathematics, or mathematics for its own sake, without

having any application in mind, although applications for what began as pure mathematics

are often discovered later. The evolution of mathematics might be seen as an ever-increasing

series of abstractions, or alternatively an expansion of subject matter. The first abstraction

was probably that of numbers. The realization that two apples and two oranges have

something in common was a breakthrough in human thought. In addition to recognizing how

to count physical objects, prehistoric peoples also recognized how to count abstract

quantities, like time days, seasons, years. Arithmetic (addition, subtraction, multiplication and

division), naturally followed. Further steps need writing or some other system for recording

numbers such as tallies or the knotted strings called quipu used by the Inca to store numerical

data. Numeral systems have been many and diverse, with the first known written numerals

created by Egyptians in Middle Kingdom texts such as the Rhind Mathematical Papyrus. The

IndusValley civilization developed the modern decimal system, including the concept of

zero.

2. Inspiration, pure and applied mathematics, and aesthetics

Mathematics arises wherever there are difficult problems that involve quantity, structure,

space, or change. At first these were found in commerce, land measurement and later

astronomy; nowadays, all sciences suggest problems studied by mathematicians, and many

problems arise within mathematics itself. For example, the physicist Richard Feynman

invented the path integral formulation of quantum mechanics using a combination of

mathematical reasoning and physical insight, and today's string theory, a still-developing

scientific theory which attempts to unify the four fundamental forces of nature, continues to

inspire new mathematics. Some mathematics is only relevant in the area that inspired it, and

is applied to solve further problems in that area. But often mathematics inspired by one area

proves useful in many areas, and joins the general stock of mathematical concepts. The

remarkable fact that even the "purest" mathematics often turns out to have practical

applications is what Eugene Wigner has called "the unreasonable effectiveness of

mathematics."

As in most areas of study, the explosion of knowledge in the scientific age has led to

specialization in mathematics. One major distinction is between pure mathematics and
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applied mathematics: most mathematicians focus their research solely on one of these areas,

and sometimes the choice is made as early as their undergraduate studies. Several areas of

applied mathematics have merged with related traditions outside of mathematics and become

disciplines in their own right, including statistics, operations research, and computer science.

For those who are mathematically inclined, there is often a definite aesthetic aspect to much

of mathematics. Many mathematicians talk about the elegance of mathematics, its intrinsic

aesthetics and inner beauty. Simplicity and generality are valued. There is beauty in a simple

and elegant proof, such as Euclid's proof that there are infinitely many prime numbers, and in

an elegant numerical method that speeds calculation, such as the fast Fourier transform. G. H.

Hardy in A Mathematician's Apology expressed the belief that these aesthetic considerations

are, in themselves, sufficient to justify the study of pure mathematics. Mathematicians often

strive to find proofs of theorems that are particularly elegant, a quest Paul Erdős often

referred to as finding proofs from "The Book" in which God had written down his favorite

proofs. The popularity of recreational mathematics is another sign of the pleasure many find

in solving mathematical questions.

Topic : Learning Science

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the Scientific Theory and Method

 Understand the Meta Learning

 Learn about the Philosophy of Science

Definition/Overview:

Science: Science (from the Latin scientia, meaning "knowledge" or "knowing") is the effort

to discover and increase human understanding of how physical reality works.

Knowledge: Knowledge is defined in the Oxford English Dictionary as (i) expertise, and

skills acquired by a person through experience or education; the theoretical or practical

understanding of a subject, (ii) what is known in a particular field or in total; facts and

information or (iii) awareness or familiarity gained by experience of a fact or situation.
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Key Points:

1. Scientific Theory and Method

The scientific method seeks to explain the events of nature in a reproducible way, and to use

these reproductions to make useful predictions. It is done through observation of natural

phenomena, and/or through experimentation that tries to simulate natural events under

controlled conditions. It provides an objective process to find solutions to problems in a

number of scientific and technological fields. Based on observations of a phenomenon, a

scientist may generate a model. This is an attempt to describe or depict the phenomenon in

terms of a logical physical or mathematical representation. As empirical evidence is gathered,

a scientist can suggest a hypothesis to explain the phenomenon. This description can be used

to make predictions that are testable by experiment or observation using the scientific

method. When a hypothesis proves unsatisfactory, it is either modified or discarded. While

performing experiments, Scientists may have a preference for one outcome over another, and

it is important that this tendency does not bias their interpretation. A strict following of the

scientific method attempts to minimize the influence of a scientist's bias on the outcome of an

experiment. This can be achieved by correct experimental design, and a thorough peer review

of the experimental results as well as conclusions of a study. Once the experiment results are

announced or published, an important cross-check can be the need to validate the results by

an independent party. Once a hypothesis has survived testing, it may become adopted into the

framework of a scientific theory. This is a logically reasoned, self-consistent model or

framework for describing the behavior of certain natural phenomena.

A theory typically describes the behavior of much broader sets of phenomena than a

hypothesis commonly, a large number of hypotheses can be logically bound together by a

single theory. These broader theories may be formulated using principles such as parsimony

(e.g., "Occam's Razor"). They are then repeatedly tested by analyzing how the collected

evidence (facts) compares to the theory. When a theory survives a sufficiently large number

of empirical observations, it then becomes a scientific generalization that can be taken as

fully verified. These assume the status of a physical law or law of nature. Despite the

existence of well-tested theories, science cannot claim absolute knowledge of nature or the

behavior of the subject or of the field of study due to epistemological problems that are

unavoidable and preclude the discovery or establishment of absolute truth. Unlike a

mathematical proof, a scientific theory is empirical, and is always open to falsification, if new
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evidence is presented. Even the most basic and fundamental theories may turn out to be

imperfect if new observations are inconsistent with them. Critical to this process is making

every relevant aspect of research publicly available, which allows ongoing review and

repeating of experiments and observations by multiple researchers operating independently of

one another. Only by fulfilling these expectations can it be determined how reliable the

experimental results are for potential use by others. Isaac Newton's Newtonian law of

gravitation is a famous example of an established law that was later found not to be universal

it does not hold in experiments involving motion at speeds close to the speed of light or in

close proximity of strong gravitational fields. Outside these conditions, Newton's Laws

remain an excellent model of motion and gravity. Since general relativity accounts for all the

same phenomena that Newton's Laws do and more, general relativity is now regarded as a

more comprehensive theory.

2. Meta Learning

Metalearning is a subfield of Machine learning where automatic learning algorithms are

applied on meta-data about machine learning experiments. Although different researchers

hold different views as to what the term exactly means, the main goal is to use such meta-data

to understand how automatic learning can become flexible in solving different kinds of

learning problems, hence to improve the performance of existing learning algorithms.

Flexibility is very important because each learning algorithm is based on a set of assumptions

about the data, its inductive bias. This means that it will only learn well if the bias matches

the data in the learning problem. A learning algorithm may perform very well on one learning

problem, but very badly on the next. From a non-expert point of view, this poses strong

restrictions on the use of machine learning or data mining techniques, since the relationship

between the learning problem (often some kind of database) and the effectiveness of different

learning algorithms is not yet understood. By using different kinds of meta-data, like

properties of the learning problem, algorithm properties (like performance measures), or

patterns previously derived from the data, it is possible to select, alter or combine different

learning algorithms to effectively solve a given learning problem.

3. The Philosophy of Science

The philosophy of science seeks to understand the nature and justification of scientific

knowledge. It has proven difficult to provide a definitive account of scientific method that
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can decisively serve to distinguish science from non-science. Thus there are legitimate

arguments about exactly where the borders are, leading to the problem of demarcation. There

is nonetheless a set of core precepts that have broad consensus among published philosophers

of science and within the scientific community at large. Science is reasoned-based analysis of

sensation upon our awareness. As such, a scientific method cannot deduce anything about the

realm of reality that is beyond what is observable by existing or theoretical means. When a

manifestation of our reality previously considered supernatural is understood in the terms of

causes and consequences, it acquires a scientific explanation.

Some of the findings of science can be very counter-intuitive. Atomic theory, for example,

implies that a granite boulder which appears a heavy, hard, solid, grey object is actually a

combination of subatomic particles with none of these properties, moving very rapidly in

space where the mass is concentrated in a very small fraction of the total volume. Many of

humanity's preconceived notions about the workings of the universe have been challenged by

new scientific discoveries. Quantum mechanics, particularly, examines phenomena that seem

to defy our most basic postulates about causality and fundamental understanding of the world

around us. There are different schools of thought in the philosophy of scientific method.

Methodological naturalism maintains that scientific investigation must adhere to empirical

study and independent verification as a process for properly developing and evaluating

natural explanations for observable phenomena. Methodological naturalism, therefore, rejects

supernatural explanations, arguments from authority and biased observational studies.

Critical rationalism instead holds that unbiased observation is not possible and a demarcation

between natural and supernatural explanations is arbitrary; it instead proposes falsifiability as

the landmark of empirical theories and falsification as the universal empirical method.

Critical rationalism argues for the ability of science to increase the scope of testable

knowledge, but at the same time against its authority, by emphasizing its inherent fallibility.

It proposes that science should be content with the rational elimination of errors in its

theories, not in seeking for their verification (such as claiming certain or probable proof or

disproof; both the proposal and falsification of a theory are only of methodological,

conjectural, and tentative character in critical rationalism). Instrumentalism rejects the

concept of truth and emphasizes merely the utility of theories as instruments for explaining

and predicting phenomena.
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In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:
Teaching By Giving Productive Feedback

Teaching By Providing Concreteness, Activity, And Familiarity

Teaching By Explaining Examples
Topic : Teaching By Giving Productive Feedback

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the Teacher

 Understand the Teachers and Children

Definition/Overview:

Teaching: Teaching is an art. It is an activity of facilitating learning.

Learning: Learning is acquiring new knowledge, behaviors, skills, values, preferences or

understanding, and may involve synthesizing different types of information. The ability to

learn is possessed by humans, animals and some machines. Progress over time tends to

follow learning curves.

Human behavior: Human behavior is the collection of behaviors exhibited by human beings

and influenced by culture, attitudes, emotions, values, ethics, authority, rapport, hypnosis,

persuasion, coercion and/or genetics.

Key Points:

1. Teacher

In education, a teacher is a person who teaches; a person who guides, instructs, trains or helps

another in the process of learning knowledge, understanding, behavior or skills, including

thinking skills. A teacher who teaches an individual student may also be described as a

personal tutor. The role of teacher is often formal and ongoing, carried out by way of

occupation or profession at a school or other place of formal education. In many countries, a

person wishing to become a teacher at state-funded schools must first obtain professional

qualifications or credentials from a university or college. These professional qualifications

may include the study of pedagogy, the science of teaching. Teachers may use a lesson plan
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to facilitate student learning, providing a course of study which covers a standardized

curriculum. A teacher's role may vary between cultures. In most countries, some professional

teachers teach literacy and numeracy, or some of the other school subjects. Other teachers

may provide instruction in craftsmanship or vocational training, the Arts, religion or

spirituality, civics, community roles, or life skills. In some countries, formal education can

take place through home schooling. Informal learning may be assisted by a teacher occupying

a transient or ongoing role, such as a parent or sibling or within a family, or by anyone with

knowledge or skills in the wider community setting. Religious and spiritual teachers, such as

gurus, mullahs, rabbis and lamas may teach religious texts. In education, teachers facilitate

student learning, often in a school or academy or perhaps in another environment such as

outdoors. A teacher who teaches on an individual basis may be described as a tutor.

The objective is typically accomplished through either an informal or formal approach to

learning, including a course of study and lesson plan that teaches skills, knowledge and/or

thinking skills. Different ways to teach are often referred to as pedagogy. When deciding

what teaching method to use teachers consider students' background knowledge,

environment, and their learning goals as well as standardized curricula as determined by the

relevant authority. The teacher should also be able to deal with students with different

abilities and should also be able to deal with learning disabilities. Many times, teachers assist

in learning outside of the classroom by accompanying students on field trips. The increasing

use of technology, specifically the rise of the internet over the past decade has begun to shape

the way teachers approach their role in the classroom. The objective is typically a course of

study, lesson plan, or a practical skill, including learning and thinking skills. The different

ways to teach are often referred to as the teacher's pedagogy. When deciding what teaching

method to use, a teacher will need to consider students' background knowledge, environment,

and their learning objectives. A teacher may follow standardized curricula as determined by

the relevant authority. The teacher may interact with students of different ages, from infants

to adults, students with different abilities and students with learning disabilities.

2. Teachers and Children

Perhaps the most significant difference between primary and secondary teaching in the UK is

the relationship between teachers and children. In primary schools each class has a teacher

who stays with them for most of the week and will teach them the whole curriculum. In

secondary schools they will be taught by different subject specialists each session during the
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week and may have 10 or more different teachers. The relationship between children and

their teachers tends to be closer in the primary school where they act as form tutor, specialist

teacher and surrogate parent during the course of the day. This is true throughout most of the

United Statesas well. However, alternative approaches for primary education do exist. One of

these, sometimes referred to as a "platoon" system, involves placing a group of students

together in one class that moves from one specialist to another for every subject. The

advantage here is that students learn from teachers who specialize in one subject and who

tend to be more knowledgeable in that one area than a teacher who teaches many subjects.

Students still derive a strong sense of security by staying with the same group of peers for all

classes.

Teaching may be carried out informally, within the family or the wider community. Formal

teaching may be carried out by paid professionals. Such professionals enjoy a status in some

societies on a par with physicians, lawyers, engineers, and accountants (Chartered or CPA).

A teacher's professional duties may extend beyond formal teaching. Outside of the classroom

teachers may accompany students on field trips, supervise study halls, help with the

organization of school functions, and serve as supervisors for extracurricular activities. In

some education systems, teachers may have responsibility for student discipline. Around the

world teachers are often required to obtain specialized education and professional licensure.

The teaching profession is regarded for having a body of specialized professional knowledge,

codes of ethics and internal monitoring.

There are a variety of bodies designed to instill, preserve and update the knowledge and

professional standing of teachers. Around the world many governments operate teacher's

colleges, which are generally established to serve and protect the public interest through

certifying, governing and enforcing the standards of practice for the teaching profession. The

functions of the teacher's colleges may include setting out clear standards of practice,

providing for the ongoing education of teachers, investigating complaints involving members,

conducting hearings into allegations of professional misconduct and taking appropriate

disciplinary action and accrediting teacher education programs. In many situations teachers in

publicly funded schools must be members in good standing with the college, and private

schools may also require their teachers to be college members. In other areas these roles may

belong to the State Board of Education, the Superintendent of Public Instruction, the State
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Education Agency or other governmental bodies. In still other areas Teaching Unions may be

responsible for some or all of these duties.

Topic : Teaching By Providing Concreteness, Activity, And Familiarity

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the Familiarity Heuristic

 Understand the Knowledge

Definition/Overview:

Knowledge: Knowledge is defined in the Oxford English Dictionary as (i) expertise, and

skills acquired by a person through experience or education; the theoretical or practical

understanding of a subject, (ii) what is known in a particular field or in total; facts and

information or (iii) awareness or familiarity gained by experience of a fact or situation.

Fluency: Fluency is the property of a person or of a system that delivers information quickly

and with expertise.

Key Points:

1. Familiarity Heuristic

In psychology, a mental heuristic, or rule of thumb in which current behavior is judged to be

correct based on how similar it is to past behavior and its outcomes. Individuals assume that

the circumstances underlying the past behavior still hold true for the present situation and that

the past behavior thus can be correctly applied to the new situation. The familiarity heuristic

was developed based on the discovery of the availability heuristic by Tversky and Kahneman.

It can be applied to various situations that individuals experience in real life when these

situations appear similar to previous situations, especially if the individuals are experiencing

a high cognitive load. This heuristic is useful in most situations and can be applied to many

fields of knowledge including medicine, psychology, sports, marketing, outdoor activities,

and consumer choices.
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The Familiarity heuristic stems from the availability heuristic which was studied by Tversky

and Kahneman. The availability heuristic suggests that the likelihood of events is estimated

based on how many examples of such events come to mind. Thus the familiarity heuristic

shows how "bias of availability is related to the ease of recall."

Tversky and Kahneman created an experiment in order to test this heuristic. They devised

four lists of 39 names. Each list was comprised of 19 female names and 20 male names. Half

of the lists had famous female names, and the other half had famous male names. They

showed the lists to two different test groups. The first group was shown a list and asked to

recall as many names as possible. The second group was shown a list and asked to determine

if there were more female or more male names. The subjects who heard the list with famous

female names said there were more female names than there were male names. Similarly, the

subjects who heard the list with famous female names recalled more female names than male

names. The opposite is true for lists that had the famous male names. Thus the familiarity

heuristic is defined as "judging events as more frequent or important because they are more

familiar in memory."

The familiarity heuristic is based on using schemas or past actions as a scaffold for behavior

in a new (yet familiar) situation. This is useful because it saves time for the subject who is

trying to figure out the appropriate behavior for a situation they have experienced before.

Individuals automatically assume that their previous behavior will yield the same results

when a similar situation arises. This technique is typically useful. However, certain behaviors

can be inappropriate when the situation is different from the time before. Recent studies have

used functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) to demonstrate that people use different

areas of the brain when reasoning about familiar and unfamiliar situations. This holds true

over different kinds of reasoning problems. Familiar situations are processed in a system

involving the frontal and temporal lobes whereas unfamiliar situations are processed in the

frontal and parietal lobes. These two similar but dissociated processes provide a biological

explanation for the differences between heuristic reasoning and formal logic. Monin (2004)

showed that familiarity of human faces is based on attractiveness. In this study Monin

showed his subjects pictures of faces. The subjects were asked to rate how familiar the face

was or was not using visual cues. The visual cues were choosing a picture of a butterfly

(attractive) when the subject thought the face was familiar, and choosing a picture of a rat

(unattractive) when the subject did not find the face familiar. The result of this study was that
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the subjects were more familiar when the face was attractive regardless of prior exposure to

the picture (or person) itself. This has been referred to as the warm glow effect. The warm

glow effect states that positive stimuli seem more familiar because of the positive emotions

they evoke in us.

The familiarity heuristic increases the likelihood that customers will repeatedly buy products

of the same brand. This concept is known as brand familiarity in consumer behavior. Due to

the familiarity heuristic, the customers have the rule of thumb that their past behavior of

buying this specific brand's product was most likely correct and should be repeated. A study

examining the choice of various models of microwave ovens based on the subjects'

familiarity with them showed that high familiarity with the features of microwave ovens

allowed for allowed for a faster and more confident choice. This effect can also have

important implications for medical decision making. Lay people tend to make health

decisions that are based on familiarity and availability as opposed to factual knowledge about

diseases. This means that they are more likely to take actions and pursue treatment options

that have worked in the past, whether they are effective in the current situation or not. This

also extends to treatments the patient has not used before but is familiar with. For example, a

lay person may request a name brand medication because they have heard of it before, even

though a generic drug may be essentially the same but less expensive. Medical professionals

are much more likely to use scientific facts to prescribe treatments.

There is some criticism of the concept of familiarity heuristic. It mainly focuses on the point

that past behavior does influence present behavior but that this is based on a different

cognitive model than the familiarity heuristic. One study examining multiple possible

mechanisms of how previous behavior influences present behavior found little support for the

familiarity heuristic. The study showed that the influence of past behavior on a present one

decreased when subjects were distracted. However, in order for a heuristic to be valid, its

effect should be more prevalent when individuals are distracted and their cognitive capacity

is highly strained. This result indicates that it is unlikely that a familiarity heuristic was

applied during the experiment.

Another limit of familiarity heuristic according to a study by Quellette and Wood is that it

might not always be applicable. This study showed that the familiarity heuristic might only

occur in situations where the target behavior is habitual and occurs in a stable context within

the situation. Thus, the familiarity heuristic could be limited to habits and behaviors in
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routine situations. In 1957 Skinner published Verbal Behavior a theoretical extension of the

work he had pioneered since 1938. This work extended the theory of operant conditioning to

human behavior previously assigned to the areas of language, linguistics and other areas.

Verbal Behavior is the logical extension of Skinner's ideas, in which he introduced new

functional relationship categories such as intraverbals, autoclitics, mands, tacts and the

controlling relationship of the audience. All of these relationships were based on operant

conditioning and relied on no new mechanisms despite the introduction of new functional

categories. OperantHoarding is a term referring to the choice made by a rat, on a compound

schedule called a multiple schedule, that maximizes its rate of reinforcement in an operant

conditioning context. More specifically, rats were shown to have allowed food pellets to

accumulate in a food tray by continuing to press a lever on a continuous reinforcement

schedule instead of retrieving those pellets. Retrieval of the pellets always instituted a one-

minute period of extinction during which no additional food pellets were available but those

that had been accumulated earlier could be consumed. This finding appears to contradict the

usual finding that rats behave impulsively in situations in which there is a choice between a

smaller food object right away and a larger food object after some delay.

2. Knowledge

The definition of knowledge is a matter of on-going debate among philosophers in the field

of epistemology. The classical definition, described but not ultimately endorsed by Plato, has

it that in order for there to be knowledge at least three criteria must be fulfilled; that in order

to count as knowledge, a statement must be justified, true, and believed. Some claim that

these conditions are not sufficient, as Gettier case examples allegedly demonstrate. There are

a number of alternatives proposed, including Robert Nozick's arguments for a requirement

that knowledge 'tracks the truth' and Simon Blackburn's additional requirement that we do not

want to say that those who meet any of these conditions 'through a defect, flaw, or failure'

have knowledge. Richard Kirkham suggests that our definition of knowledge requires that the

believer's evidence is such that it logically necessitates the truth of the belief. In contrast to

this approach, Wittgenstein observed, following Moore's paradox, that one can say "He

believes it, but it isn't so", but not "He knows it, but it isn't so". He goes on to argue that these

do not correspond to distinct mental states, but rather to distinct ways of talking about

conviction. What is different here is not the mental state of the speaker, but the activity in

which they are engaged. For example, on this account, to know that the kettle is boiling is not
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to be in a particular state of mind, but to perform a particular task with the statement that the

kettle is boiling. Wittgenstein sought to bypass the difficulty of definition by looking to the

way "knowledge" is used in natural languages. He saw knowledge as a case of a family

resemblance.

Topic : Teaching By Explaining Examples

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the Learning Styles

 Understand the Technology

Definition/Overview:

Teaching: Teaching is an art. It is an activity of facilitating learning.

Reading:Reading is a complex cognitive process of decoding symbols for the purpose of

deriving meaning (reading comprehension) and/or constructing meaning. Written information

is received by the retina, processed by the primary visual cortex, and interpreted in

Wernicke's area. Readingis a means of language acquisition, of communication, and of

sharing information and ideas.

Learning: Learning is acquiring new knowledge, behaviors, skills, values, preferences or

understanding, and may involve synthesizing different types of information. The ability to

learn is possessed by humans, animals and some machines. Progress over time tends to

follow learning curves.

Key Points:

1. Learning Styles

There has been a great deal of work on learning styles over the last two decades. Dunn and

Dunn focused on identifying relevant stimuli that may influence learning and manipulating

the school environment, at about the same time as Joseph Renzulli recommended varying

teaching strategies. Howard Gardner identified individual talents or aptitudes in his Multiple
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Intelligences theories. Based on the works of Jung, the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator and

Keirsey Temperament Sorter focused on understanding how people's personality affects the

way they interact personally, and how this affects the way individuals respond to each other

within the learning environment. The work of David Kolb and Anthony Gregorc's Type

Delineator follows a similar but more simplified approach. It is claimed that, depending on

their preferred learning modality, different teaching techniques have different levels of

effectiveness. A consequence of this theory is that effective teaching should present a variety

of teaching methods which cover all three learning modalities so that different students have

equal opportunities to learn in a way that is effective for them.

Teachers need the ability to understand a subject well enough to convey its essence to a new

generation of students. The goal is to establish a sound knowledge base on which students

will be able to build as they are exposed to different life experiences. The passing of

knowledge from generation to generation allows students to grow into useful members of

society. Good teachers can translate information, good judgment, experience and wisdom into

relevant knowledge that a student can understand, retain and pass to others. As a profession,

teaching has very high levels of Work-Related Stress (WRS) which are listed as amongst the

highest of any profession in some countries, such as the United Kingdom. The degree of this

problem is becoming increasingly recognized and support systems are put into place.

2. Technology

Technology is an increasingly influential factor in education. Computers and mobile phones

are being widely used in developed countries both to complement established education

practices and develop new ways of learning such as online education (a type of distance

education). This gives students the opportunity to choose what they are interested in learning.

The proliferation of computers also means the increase of programming and blogging.

Technology offers powerful learning tools that demand new skills and understandings of

students, including Multimedia, and provides new ways to engage students, such as Virtual

learning environments. Technology is being used more not only in administrative duties in

education but also in the instruction of students. The use of technologies such as PowerPoint

and interactive whiteboard is capturing the attention of students in the classroom. Technology

is also being used in the assessment of students. One example is the Audience Response

System (ARS), which allows immediate feedback tests and classroom discussions.
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Information and communication technologies (ICTs) are a diverse set of tools and resources

used to communicate, create, disseminate, store, and manage information. These technologies

include computers, the Internet, broadcasting technologies (radio and television), and

telephony. There is increasing interest in how computers and the Internet can improve

education at all levels, in both formal and non-formal settings. Older ICT technologies, such

as radio and television, have for over forty years been used for open and distance learning,

although print remains the cheapest, most accessible and therefore most dominant delivery

mechanism in both developed and developing countries.

The use of computers and the Internet is still in its infancy in developing countries, if these

are used at all, due to limited infrastructure and the attendant high costs of access. Usually,

various technologies are used in combination rather than as the sole delivery mechanism. For

example, the Kothmale Community Radio Internet uses both radio broadcasts and computer

and Internet technologies to facilitate the sharing of information and provide educational

opportunities in a rural community in Sri Lanka. The Open University of the United

Kingdom (UKOU), established in 1969 as the first educational institution in the world wholly

dedicated to open and distance learning, still relies heavily on print-based materials

supplemented by radio, television and, in recent years, online programming. Similarly, the

Indira Gandhi National Open University in India combines the use of print, recorded audio

and video, broadcast radio and television, and audio conferencing technologies. The term

"computer-assisted learning" (CAL) has been increasingly used to describe the use of

technology in teaching. Education is becoming increasingly international. Not only are the

materials becoming more influenced by the rich international environment, but exchanges

among students at all levels are also playing an increasingly important role. In Europe, for

example, the Socrates-Erasmus Program stimulates exchanges across European universities.

Also, the Soros Foundation provides many opportunities for students from central Asiaand

eastern Europe. Some scholars argue that, regardless of whether one system is considered

better or worse than another, experiencing a different way of education can often be

considered to be the most important, enriching element of an international learning

experience.

In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:
Teaching By Guiding Cognitive Processing During Learning

Teaching By Fostering Learning Strategies

Teaching By Fostering Problem-Solving Strategies
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Topic : Teaching By Guiding Cognitive Processing During Learning

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the Problem-based learning

 Understand the Problem-based learning and cognitive load

Definition/Overview:

Learning: Learning is acquiring new knowledge, behaviors, skills, values, preferences or

understanding, and may involve synthesizing different types of information. The ability to

learn is possessed by humans, animals and some machines. Progress over time tends to

follow learning curves.

Key Points:

1. Problem-based Learning (PBL)

Problem-based learning (PBL) is a student-centered instructional strategy in which students

collaboratively solve problems and reflect on their experiences. It was pioneered and used

extensively at McMaster University,Hamilton, Ontario, Canada. Accordingly, students are

encouraged to take responsibility for their group and organize and direct the learning process

with support from a tutor or instructor. Advocates of PBL claim it can be used to enhance

content knowledge and foster the development of communication, problem-solving, and self-

directed learning skill.

Problem-based learning (PBL) is typically organized with small groups of learners,

accompanied by an instructor, faculty person, or facilitator. During this process, a series of

problems are provided to learners with guidance early in the PBL process (with introductory

problems), and then later guidance is faded as learners gain expertise. Guidance is faded as

group members feel more confident with the subject matter and become more competent with

the learned procedures. Merrill (2007) suggests beginning with worked examples and then

later, introduce students to smaller less complex problems. But as the process progresses,

Merrill suggests changing problems by adding components to make them more realistic. Thus

it is important to begin with simplified versions of real world problems to progressively add
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components. This progression and fading motivates learners as they slowly gain expertise and

take ownership. During the PBL process learners should discuss problems, define what they

know, generate hypotheses, derive learning goals and organize further work. Results may be

subsequently presented to larger groups (under guidance from an instructor). A PBL cycle

should conclude with learners reflecting on the learning that has taken place.

From a constructivist perspective Problem-based learning (PBL), the role of the instructor is

to guide the learning process rather than provide knowledge. From this perspective, feedback

and reflection on the learning process and group dynamics are essential components of PBL.

2. Problem-based Learning and Cognitive Load

Sweller and many others have published a series of studies over the past twenty years that is

relevant to problem based learning but concerning cognitive load and what they describe as

the guidance-fading effect. Sweller and his associates conducted several classroom-based

studies with students studying algebra problems. These studies have shown that active

problem solving early in the learning process is a less effective instructional strategy than

studying worked examples. Certainly active problem solving is useful as learners become

more competent, and better able to deal with their working memory limitations. But early in

the learning process, learners may find it difficult to process a large amount of information in

a short amount of time. Thus the rigors of active problem solving may become an issue for

novices. Once learners gain expertise the scaffolding inherent in Problem based learning

helps learners avoid these issues.

Sweller (1988) proposed cognitive load theory to explain how novices react to problem

solving during the early stages of learning. Sweller and his associates suggests a worked

example early, and then a gradual introduction of problems to be solved. They propose other

forms of learning early in the learning process (worked example, goal free problems, etc.); to

later be replaced by completions problems, with the eventual goal of solving problems on

their own. This problem based learning becomes very useful later in the learning process.

Many forms of scaffolding have been implemented in problem based learning to reduce the

cognitive load of learners. These are most useful to fade guidance during problem solving. As

an example, consider the fading effect helps learners to slowly transit from studying

examples to solving problems. In this case backwards fading was found to be quite effective.
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Topic : Teaching By Fostering Learning Strategies

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the Foster Care

 Understand the Critical Responses to Mezirow's Theory of Transformative Learning

Definition/Overview:

Strategy: A strategy is a plan of action designed to achieve a particular goal.

Learning: Learning is acquiring new knowledge, behaviors, skills, values, preferences or

understanding, and may involve synthesizing different types of information. The ability to

learn is possessed by humans, animals and some machines. Progress over time tends to

follow learning curves.

Key Points:

1. Foster Care

Foster care is a system by which a certified, stand-in "parent(s)" cares for minor children or

young peoples who have been removed from their birth parents or other custodial adults by

state authority. Responsibility for the young person is assumed by the relevant governmental

authority and a placement with another family found. There can be voluntary placements by a

parent of a child into foster care. Foster placements are monitored until the birth family can

provide appropriate care or the rights of the birth parents are terminated and the child is

adopted. A third option, guardianship, is sometimes utilized in certain cases where a child

cannot be reunified with their birth family and adoption is not right for them. This generally

includes some older foster children who may be strongly bonded to their family of origin and

unwilling to pursue adoption. It also may include cases where children are placed with

grandparents or other relatives, where the placement is likely to be permanent but those

relatives don't want to fight the birth parents in court. Voluntary foster care may be utilized in

circumstances where a parent is unable or unwilling to care for a child. For instance, a child

may have behavioral problems requiring specialized treatment or the parent might have a

problem which results in a temporary or permanent inability to care for the children.
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Involuntary foster care may be implemented when a child is removed from their caregiver

because it is believed such removal is necessary for his/her own safety.

A foster parent receives monetary reimbursement from the placement agency for each child

while the child is in his/her home to help cover the cost of meeting the child's needs. The

amount of financial assistance typically varies from state to state and even city to city.

Transformative learning (or transformational learning) is a process of getting beyond gaining

factual knowledge alone to instead become changed by what one learns in some meaningful

way. It involves questioning assumptions, beliefs and values, and considering multiple points

of view, while always seeking to verify reasoning. There is great debate on what qualifies as

transformative and whether the process is best understood intellectually, emotionally,

spiritually or politically. For instance, transformation can inspire action to change the world,

and unfair distribution of resources and power in particular, in order to promote the welfare

of all peoples. Transformative learning theory came out of Jack Mezirow's earlier theory of

perspective transformation, which he saw as the same concept as Paulo Freire's

"conscientization" and Jrgen Habermas's "emancipatory action" domain of learning. As

Mezirow explains, "Perspective transformation is the process of becoming critically aware of

how and why our assumptions have come to constrain the way we perceive, understand, and

feel about our world; changing these structures of habitual expectation to make possible a

more inclusive, discriminating, and integrating perspective; and, finally, making choices or

otherwise acting upon these new understandings.

"The theory posits that for learners to change their meaning structures that is beliefs,

attitudes, and emotional reactions they must engage in critical reflection on their experiences,

which in turn leads to a transformation of perspective. Meaning structures are frames of

reference that are based on a person's cultural and contextual experiences, and which

influence how he behaves and interprets events. Meaning structures are made up of meaning

schemes. Meaning schemes may change as a person adds to or integrates ideas within an

existing scheme and, in fact, this transformation of meaning schemes occurs routinely

through learning. Perspective transformation leading to transformative learning, however,

occurs much less frequently. Mezirow believes that it usually results from a disorienting

dilemma, which is triggered by a life crisis or major life transition, although it may also result

from an accumulation of transformations in meaning schemes over a period of time. Less

dramatic predicaments, such as those created by a teacher, also promote transformation.
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Meaning schemes are ways people make sense of experiences, deconstruct them, and act

upon them in a rational way. Mezirow suggests this happens through a series of phases that

begin with the disorienting dilemma and passes through several other phases ending with

integration of the new perspective into the person's life. An important part of transformative

learning is for individuals to change their frames of reference by critically reflecting on their

assumptions and beliefs and consciously making and implementing plans that bring about

new ways of defining their worlds. This process is fundamentally rational and analytical.

2. Critical Responses to Mezirow's Theory of Transformative Learning

A number of critical responses to Mezirow's theory of transformative learning have emerged

over the years. One criticism of Mezirow's theory is its emphasis upon rationality. Some

studies support Mezirow. Others conclude that Mezirow grants rational critical reflection too

much importance. A view of transformative learning as an intuitive and emotional process is

beginning to emerge in the literature. This view of transformative learning is based primarily

on the work of Robert Boyd, who has developed a theory of transformative education based

on analytical (or depth) psychology. For Boyd, transformation is a "fundamental change in

one's personality involving [together] the resolution of a personal dilemma and the expansion

of consciousness resulting in greater personality integration." This calls upon extrarational

sources such as symbols, images, and archetypes to assist in creating a personal vision or

meaning of what it means to be human. First, an individual must be receptive or open to

receiving "alternative expressions of meaning," and then recognize that the message is

authentic. Grieving, considered by Boyd to be the most critical phase of the discernment

process, takes place when an individual realizes that old patterns or ways of perceiving are no

longer relevant, moves to adopt or establish new ways, and finally, integrates old and new

patterns. Unlike Mezirow, who sees the ego as playing a central role in the process of

perspective transformation, Boyd and Myers use a framework that moves beyond the ego and

the emphasis on reason and logic to a definition of transformative learning that is more

psychosocial in nature.

Transformative learning is an elusive concept. One of the difficulties in defining

transformative learning is that it bleeds into the boundaries of concepts such as "meaning

making" or "critical thinking". The term "meaning making" (i.e., constructing meaning) is

found most frequently in constructivist approaches to education, based on the work of

educators such as John Dewey, Maria Montessori, Jean Piaget, Jerome Bruner, and Lev
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Vygotsky. In the constructivist view, meaning is constructed from knowledge. Mezirow

posits that all learning is change but not all change is transformation. There is a difference

between transmissional, transactional and transformational education. In the first, knowledge

is transmitted from teacher to student. In transactional education, it is recognized that the

student has valuable experiences, and learns best through experience, inquiry, critical

thinking and interaction with other learners. It could be argued that some of the research

regarding transformative learning has been in the realm of transactional education, and that

what is seen as transformative by some authors is in fact still within the realm of transactional

learning. On the surface, the two views of transformative learning presented here are

contradictory. One advocates a rational approach that depends primarily on critical reflection

whereas the other relies more on intuition and emotion. The differences in the two views,

however, may best be seen as a matter of emphasis. Both use rational processes and

incorporate imagination as a part of a creative process.

Topic : Teaching By Fostering Problem-Solving Strategies

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the Foster Care

 Understand the Problem solving

Definition/Overview:

Persuasion: Persuasion is a form of social influence. It is the process of guiding people

toward the adoption of an idea, attitude, or action by rational and symbolic (though not

always logical) means. It is strategy of problem-solving relying on "appeals" rather than

strength.

Information: Information as a concept has a diversity of meanings, from everyday usage to

technical settings. Generally speaking, the concept of information is closely related to notions

of constraint, communication, control, data, form, instruction, knowledge, meaning, mental

stimulus, pattern, perception, and representation.
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Key Points:

1. Foster Care

In the United States, foster home licensing requirements vary from state to state but are

generally overseen by each state's Department of Social Services or Human Services. In some

states, counties have this responsibility. Each state's services are monitored by the federal

Department of Health and Human Services through reviews such as Child and Family

Services Reviews, Title IV-E Foster Care Eligibility Reviews, Adoption and Foster Care

Analysis and Reporting System and Statewide Automated Child Welfare Information System

Assessment Reviews. Children found to be unable to function in a foster home may be placed

in Residential TreatmentCenters (RTCs) or other such group homes. In theory, the focus of

treatment in such facilities is to prepare the child for a return to a foster home, to an adoptive

home, or to the birth parents when applicable. But two major reviews of the scholarly

literature have questioned these facilities' effectiveness. Nearly half of foster kids in the

U.S.become homeless when they turn 18.Throughout the 1990s experimental HIV drugs had

been tested on HIV foster children at Incarnation Childrens Center (ICC) in Harlem. "Since

then, ACS has been under fire from charges of inappropriately enrolling as many as 465

foster children in HIV clinical trials. The agency has also been accused of racism, some

comparing the trials to the Tuskegeesyphilis experiment, as 98 percent of children in foster

care in New York City are persons of color."

Although foster care is one solution to protecting children from abuse, it is an imperfect

system which is also associated with relatively high rates of abuse and risks. In Texas, the

Family and Protective Services Crisis Management Team was created by executive order

after the critical report Forgotten Children of 2004. Texas Comptroller Carole Keeton

Strayhorn made a statement in 2006 about the Texasfoster care system. In Fiscal 2003, 2004

and 2005, respectively 30, 38 and 48 foster children died in the state's care. The number of

foster children in the state's care increased 24 percent to 32,474 in Fiscal 2005, while the

number of deaths increased 60 percent. Compared to the general population, a child is four

times more likely to die in the Texasfoster care system. In 2004, about 100 children were

treated for poisoning from medications; 63 were treated for rape that occurred while under

state care including four-year old twin boys, and 142 children gave birth. The report stated

that children were being unnecessarily neglected and abused and dying. A 12-year-old boy

died in December 2005, suffocated while being restrained from behind by an employee of the
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facility. Another died May 30, after drowning in a creek during a bicycle outing. A three-year

old was treated for poisoning from an atypical, mind-altering antipsychotic drug.

According to liftingtheveil.org, 28% of children in state care were abused in Baltimore. 21%

of abuse or neglect cases involved foster homes In Louisiana. 57% of those in Missouri

placed in foster care settings in 1981 were at a high risk of abuse or neglect. 25% of children

in Kansas City foster care were the subject of abuse or inappropriate punishment. In Arizona,

over 500 of an estimated 4,000 foster children, a figure representing at least 12.5 percent of

the state's foster care population, have been sexually abused while in state care. In the

Wenatcheesex ring of the mid 1990s, a foster child who accused nearly every adult she knew

placed with a detective sparked the one of historys most extensive child sex abuse

investigations. The investigations later fell apart with accusations of abuses by police and

state social workers, and false confessions, child witnesses, and the discredited recovered

memory theory.

2. Problem Solving

Problem solving forms part of thinking. Considered the most complex of all intellectual

functions, problem solving has been defined as higher-order cognitive process that requires

the modulation and control of more routine or fundamental skills. It occurs if an organism or

an artificial intelligence system does not know how to proceed from a given state to a desired

goal state. It is part of the larger problem process that includes problem finding and problem

shaping. Problem solving is of crucial importance in engineering when products or processes

fail, so corrective action can be taken to prevent further failures. Forensic engineering is an

important technique of failure analysis which involves tracing product defects and flaws.

Corrective action can then be taken to prevent further failures.

The nature of human problem solving methods has been studied by psychologists over the

past hundred years. There are several methods of studying problem solving, including;

introspection, behaviorism, simulation and computer modeling, and experiment. Beginning

with the early experimental work of the Gestaltists in Germany, and continuing through the

1960s and early 1970s, research on problem solving typically conducted relatively simple,

laboratory tasks (e.g. Duncker's "X-ray" problem; Ewert & Lambert's 1932 "disk" problem,

later known as Tower of Hanoi) that appeared novel to participants. Various reasons account

for the choice of simple novel tasks: they had clearly defined optimal solutions, they were
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solvable within a relatively short time frame, researchers could trace participants' problem-

solving steps, and so on. The researchers made the underlying assumption, of course, that

simple tasks such as the Tower of Hanoi captured the main properties of "real world"

problems, and that the cognitive processes underlying participants' attempts to solve simple

problems were representative of the processes engaged in when solving "real world"

problems. Thus researchers used simple problems for reasons of convenience, and thought

generalizations to more complex problems would become possible.

In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:
Teaching By Creating Cognitive Apprenticeship In Classrooms And Beyond

Teaching By Priming Students' Motivation To Learn
Topic : Teaching By Creating Cognitive Apprenticeship In Classrooms And Beyond

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the Cognitive apprenticeship

 Understand the Learning

Definition/Overview:

Cognitive apprenticeship: Cognitive apprenticeship is a theory of the process where a

master of a skill teaches that skill to an apprentice.

Knowledge: Knowledge is defined in the Oxford English Dictionary as (i) expertise, and

skills acquired by a person through experience or education; the theoretical or practical

understanding of a subject, (ii) what is known in a particular field or in total; facts and

information or (iii) awareness or familiarity gained by experience of a fact or situation.

Classroom: A classroom is a room in which teaching or learning activities can take place.

Key Points:

1. Cognitive apprenticeship

Cognitive apprenticeship is a theory of the process where a master of a skill teaches that skill

to an apprentice. Constructivist approaches to human learning have led to the development of
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a theory of cognitive apprenticeship. This theory holds that masters of a skill often fail to take

into account the implicit processes involved in carrying out complex skills when they are

teaching novices. To combat these tendencies, cognitive apprenticeships are designed, among

other things, to bring these tacit processes into the open, where students can observe, enact,

and practice them with help from the teacher. This model is supported by Albert Bandura's

(1997) theory of modeling, which posits that in order for modeling to be successful, the

learner must be attentive, must have access to and retain the information presented, must be

motivated to learn, and must be able to accurately reproduce the desired skill.

By using processes such as modeling and coaching, cognitive apprenticeships also support

the three stages of skill acquisition described in the expertise literature: the cognitive stage,

the associative stage, and the autonomous stage. In the cognitive stage, learners develop

declarative understanding of the skill. In the associative stage, mistakes and

misinterpretations learned in the cognitive stage are detected and eliminated while

associations between the critical elements involved in the skill are strengthened. Finally, in

the autonomous stage, the learners skill becomes honed and perfected until it is executed at

an expert level.

Like traditional apprenticeships, in which the apprentice learns a trade such as tailoring or

woodworking by working under a master teacher, cognitive apprenticeships allow the master

to model behaviors in a real-world context with cognitive modeling. By listening to the

master explain exactly what she is doing and thinking as she models the skill, the apprentice

can identify relevant behaviors and develop a conceptual model of the processes involved.

The apprentice then attempts to imitate those behaviors with the master observing and

providing coaching. Coaching provides assistance at the most critical level the skill level just

beyond what the learner/apprentice could accomplish by herself. Vygotsky (1978) referred to

this as the Zone of Proximal Development and believed that fostering development within

this zone leads to the most rapid development. The coaching process includes additional

modeling as necessary, corrective feedback, and reminders, all intended to bring the

apprentices performance closer to that of the masters. As the apprentice becomes more skilled

through the repetition of this process, the feedback and instruction provided by the master

fades until the apprentice is, ideally, performing the skill at a close approximation of the

master level. Part of the effectiveness of the cognitive apprenticeship model comes from

learning in context. Cognitive scientists maintain that the context in which learning takes
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place is critical. Based on findings such as these, Collins, Duguid, and Brown (1989) argue

that cognitive apprenticeships are less effective when skills and concepts are taught

independent of their real-world context and situation. As they state, Situations might be said

to co-produce knowledge through activity. Learning and cognition, it is now possible to

argue, are fundamentally situated. In cognitive apprenticeships, the activity being taught is

modeled in real-world situations.

2. Learning

Learning is acquiring new knowledge, behaviors, skills, values, preferences or understanding,

and may involve synthesizing different types of information. The ability to learn is possessed

by humans, animals and some machines. Progress over time tends to follow learning curves.

Human learning may occur as part of education or personal development. It may be goal-

oriented and may be aided by motivation. The study of how learning occurs is part of

neuropsychology, educational psychology, learning theory, and pedagogy Learning may be

occur as a result of habituation or classical conditioning, seen in many animal species, or as a

result of more complex activities such as play, seen only in relatively intelligent animals and

humans. Learning may occur consciously or without conscious awareness. There is evidence

for human behavioral learning prenatally, in which habituation has been observed as early as

32 weeks into gestation, indicating that the central nervous system is sufficiently developed

and primed for learning and memory to occur very early on in development.

Play has been approached by several theorists as the first form of learning. Children play,

experiment with the world, learn the rules, and learn to interact. Vygotsky supports that play

is pivotal for children's development, since they make meaning of their environment through

play.

Topic : Teaching By Priming Students' Motivation To Learn

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn about the Priming

 Understand the Motivation

 Learn about the Self-Control of Motivation
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Definition/Overview:

Readingmotivation: Readingmotivation is the motivational drive to read, an area of interest

in the field of education.

Learning: Learning is acquiring new knowledge, behaviors, skills, values, preferences or

understanding, and may involve synthesizing different types of information. The ability to

learn is possessed by humans, animals and some machines. Progress over time tends to

follow learning curves.

Habituation: In psychology, habituation is an example of non-associative learning in which

there is a progressive diminution of behavioral response probability with repetition of a

stimulus. It is another form of integration.

Key Points:

1. Priming

Priming in psychology refers to activating parts of particular representations or associations

in memory just before carrying out an action or task. It is considered to be one of the

manifestations of implicit memory. A property of priming is that the remembered item is

remembered best in the form in which it was originally encountered. If a priming list is given

in an auditory mode, then an auditory cue produces better performance than a visual cue.

Priming is also an experimental technique by which a stimulus is used to sensitize the subject

to a later presentation of the same or similar stimulus. For example, when a subject reads a

list of words including the word table, and is later asked to complete a word that starts with

tab, the list "primes" the subject to answer table, meaning that the probability that the

"primed" subject answers table is higher than for non-"primed" subjects.

Priming can also be demonstrated in the following way. Subjects are shown an incomplete

sketch and asked what it is. If they fail to identify the sketch, they are shown another sketch

that is slightly more complete. This process continues until they eventually recognize the

picture. When subjects are shown the same sketch at a later date, they will identify the sketch

at an earlier stage than was possible for them the first time. Priming can be conceptual or

perceptual. Conceptual priming is based on stimulus meaning and is enhanced by semantic

tasks. For example, when primed with the word table, the subject will show priming effects
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on the word chair, because table and chair belong to the same category. Perceptual priming is

based on the stimulus form and is enhanced by the match between stimulus form at study and

test. Perceptual priming is sensitive to the modality and exact format of the stimulus. An

example of perceptual priming is seeing the same sketch in the experiment mentioned above.

An important feature of a priming task is that amnesic subjects perform as well on it as

control subjects do, indicating through their performance that they, too, remember what was

on the previous study list, even though they report no conscious recollection of ever having

seen the list. This is taken as one kind of evidence that implicit and explicit memory are

different. Priming of amnesic subjects with words that were unknown to them prior to the

injury is impaired, which has been argued to demonstrate that priming depends on the

activation of existing memory, however this interpretation is undermined by normal or near

normal priming using nonverbal materials in amnesic subjects.

2. Motivation

Motivation is the set of reasons that determines one to engage in a particular behavior. The

term is generally used for human motivation but, theoretically, it can be used to describe the

causes for animal behavior as well. This article refers to human motivation. According to

various theories, motivation may be rooted in the basic need to minimize physical pain and

maximize pleasure, or it may include specific needs such as eating and resting, or a desired

object, hobby, goal, state of being, ideal, or it may be attributed to less-apparent reasons such

as altruism, morality, or avoiding mortality. A reward, tangible or intangible, is presented

after the occurrence of an action (i.e. behavior) with the intent to cause the behavior to occur

again. This is done by associating positive meaning to the behavior. Studies show that if the

person receives the reward immediately, the effect would be greater, and decreases as

duration lengthens. Repetitive action-reward combination can cause the action to become

habit. Motivation comes from two things: you, and other people. There is extrinsic

motivation, which comes from others, and intrinsic motivation, which comes from within

you.

Rewards in relation to motivation are irrelevant because of human perspective (perception).

Your personal satisfaction is based on your limited bias of knowledge and limited judgment

of what true satisfaction is, thus rewards are momontary and do not explain the depth of

human drive. Some authors distinguish between two forms of intrinsic motivation: one based

on enjoyment, the other on obligation. In this context, obligation refers to motivation based
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on what an individual thinks ought to be done. For instance, a feeling of responsibility for a

mission may lead to helping others beyond what is easily observable, rewarded, or fun. A

reinforcer is different from reward, in that reinforcement is intended to create a measured

increase in the rate of a desirable behavior following the addition of something to the

environment.

3. Self-Control of Motivation

The self-control of motivation is increasingly understood as a subset of emotional

intelligence; a person may be highly intelligent according to a more conservative definition

(as measured by many intelligence tests), yet unmotivated to dedicate this intelligence to

certain tasks. Yale School of Management Professor Victor Vroom's "expectancy theory"

provides an account of when people will decide whether to exert self control to pursue a

particular goal. Drives and desires can be described as a deficiency or need that activates

behavior that is aimed at a goal or an incentive. These are thought to originate within the

individual and may not require external stimuli to encourage the behavior. Basic drives could

be sparked by deficiencies such as hunger, which motivates a person to seek food; whereas

more subtle drives might be the desire for praise and approval, which motivates a person to

behave in a manner pleasing to others.

By contrast, the role of extrinsic rewards and stimuli can be seen in the example of training

animals by giving them treats when they perform a trick correctly. The treat motivates the

animals to perform the trick consistently, even later when the treat is removed from the

process.
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